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Abstract
In this paper, we present a distributed version of the KYP-Lemma with the goal to express the strictly positive real-property
for a class of physically interconnected systems by a set of local LMI-conditions. The resulting conditions are subsequently
used to constructively design distributed circle criterion estimators, which are able to collectively estimate an underlying linear
system with a sector bounded nonlinearity.
1 Introduction
Estimator design has been an essential part of controller
design ever since the development of state-space based
controllers. Milestones were laid by the Luenberger Ob-
server [1], the Kalman Filter [2], and the H∞-Filter [3].
While in the classical estimator design one estimator is
used for one system, designing distributed estimators
have gained attention since a distributed Kalman Filter
was presented in [4], [5], [6]. In a distributed estimator
setup, multiple estimators create an estimate of the sys-
tem’s state, while cooperating with each other. In this
setup, even when every single estimator may be able to
obtain an estimate of the state on its own, cooperation
reduces the effects of model and measurement distur-
bances [7]. Also, the situations are not uncommon where
every single estimator is unable to obtain an estimate of
the state on its own and cooperation becomes an essen-
tial prerequisite [8], [9].
Where the literature review above shows that there is
a considerable number of results to address distributed
estimation for linear systems, nonlinear systems have
barely been considered. When looking at existing non-
linear estimation algorithms in literature, one can no-
tice that many of them require some kind of transfor-
mation upfront. For instance, the Extended Luenberger
observer [10] and the High-gain Observer [11] require a
transformation to observability normal form. However,
⋆ This work was supported by the German Research Foun-
dation (DFG) through the Cluster of Excellence in Simula-
tion Technology (EXC 310/1) at the University of Stuttgart.
in the case when multiple sensing units cooperate in a
distributed setup, a transformation of coordinate hin-
ders the efficient exchange of information, unless the
transformed coordinates are the same. Restricting the
state transformation to be the same for all sensing units
however requires the measured information to be essen-
tially the same, which is a trivial case. On the other hand,
without coordinate transformation, there are observer
design methods in literature that deal with systems de-
scribed by a linear state space model with an additive,
sector-bounded nonlinearity [12],[13].
In this paper, we aim at extending LMI-based methods
for distributed estimation such as [8] in order to deal
with linear systems with an additive nonlinearity. Be-
sides for globally Lipschitz nonlinearities, we will mainly
present a design approach for a distributed circle crite-
rion observer. This requires a distributed formulation of
the KYP-Lemma, which shows us that the regular ap-
proach of taking the sum-of-squares Lyapunov function
V =
∑N
k=1 xkPxxk as in [8] is not appropriate for this
case.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II, we introduce the notation, some preliminaries
on graph theory, and the respective system class. Then,
in Section III we show an intuitive approach and a mo-
tivating example, where the sum-of-squares Lyapunov
function V =
∑N
k=1 xkPxxk fails. This effect is subse-
quently discussed by the development of a distributed
version of the KYP-Lemma in Section IV. Section V
then deals with a generalized LMI-based construction
method which overcomes the drawback of the intuitive
approach. A simulation example is shown in Section VI.
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2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper the following notation is used:
Let A be a square matrix. If A is positive definite, it is
denoted A > 0, and we write A < 0, if A is negative
definite. The norm of a matrix ‖A‖ is defined as any
induced matrix norm.
2.1 Communication graphs
In this section we summarize some notation from the
graph theory. We use undirected, unweighted graphs
G = (V , E) to describe the communication topology be-
tween the individual agents. V = {v1, ..., vN} is the set
of vertices, where vk ∈ V represents the k-th agent.
E ⊆ V × V are the sets of edges, which model the infor-
mation flow, i.e. the k-th agent can communicate with
agent j if and only if (vj , vk) ∈ E . Since the graph is
undirected, (vj , vk) ∈ E implies that (vk, vj) ∈ E . The
set of vertices that agent k receives information from is
called the neighbourhood of agent k, which is denoted
by Nk = {j : (vj , vk) ∈ E}. The degree pk of a vertex k
is defined as the number of vertices inNk. Assuming the
graph as undirected is restrictive in general, however, we
will later show that it is a sensible assumption for the
problem of constructing the distributed circle criterion
estimator.
2.2 System model
We consider the n-dimensional system
x˙ = Ax+Bφφ(Hx) +Bθθ(H˜x) + g(u) +Bww
y = Cx
(1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state variable, u ∈ Rm is the control
input, y ∈ Rq is the output vector, and w(t) ∈ Rl is an
exogenous disturbance in the L2-space. φ(·) is a known
r-dimensional nonlinearity satisfying
φ =

φ1(
∑n
j=1H1jxj)
...
φr(
∑n
j=1Hrjxj)
 , (2)
where every φi(·) is a scalar nondecreasing function and
θ(·) is a known r˜-dimensional nonlinearity satisfying the
incremental quadratic constraint
(a− b)⊤(a− b) ≥ τ2(θ(a)− θ(b))⊤(θ(a)− θ(b)), (3)
for any a, b ∈ Rr˜. In fact, in many practical applications,
the state x(t) will be restricted to a bounded set X . In
this case, it suffices for (2), (3) to hold on this bounded
set X .
System (1) allows for both Lipschitz-nonlinearities and
monotonous non-Lipschitz-nonlinearities, which to-
gether cover a large range of possible nonlinearities,
similar to the incremental quadratic constraint [13][
a− b
θ(a)− θ(b)
]⊤
M
[
a− b
θ(a) − θ(b)
]
.
2.3 Problem statement
The problem considered in this paper is to design N lo-
cal estimators for (1), where every local estimator i =
1, ..., N relies only on the local measurement yk and com-
munication with the neighboring estimators. In the fol-
lowing, we will denote
y =

y1
y2
...
yN
 =

C1x
C2x
...
CNx
 .
The vector of local estimates will be denoted xˆk ∈ Rn,
and the local estimation error vector is defined as ek =
x− xˆk. The aggregated vector for all local estimation er-
ror vectors is denoted e⊤ = [e⊤1 , ..., e
⊤
N ]
⊤. Since the sep-
aration principle does not hold in general for nonlinear
systems, we need to make a technical assumption on the
closed loop system in order to avoid finite escape time
[12]:
Assumption 1: Given initial conditions x(0) and a con-
trol input g(u), if e(t) ∈ Le∞, then x(t) ∈ Le∞.
Now, the distributed estimation problem can be ex-
pressed as following:
Problem 1 (Distributed estimation): Design a
group of N estimators with respective estimation xˆk(t),
k = 1, . . . , N , such that the following two properties are
satisfied simultaneously:
(i) In the absence of disturbances (i.e., when w = 0),
the estimation errors decay so that ek → 0 expo-
nentially for all k = 1, ..., N .
(ii) The estimators provide guaranteed H∞ perfor-
mance in the sense that
N∑
k=1
∫ ∞
0
e⊤kWkekdt ≤ Nγ2‖w‖2L2 + I0. (4)
Wk is a positive semi-definite weighting matrix and
I0 is the cost due to the estimators’ uncertainty
about the initial conditions of the system.
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In particular, the estimators shall form a distributed
setup in the way that the dynamics of each estimation
xˆk only depends on the local measurement yk and com-
munication with the neighboring estimators j.
3 An intuitive approach
An intuitive approach to solve Problem 1 is by adapting
the method introduced for estimation of linear systems
in [9],[14]: There, for every estimator k, a respective LMI
condition is derived, which allows for distributed calcu-
lation of the required filter gains [15].
These LMI-conditions can be extended with respect to
(3) by adding the SPR-condition as done in [12]. The
design conditions, which result from this intuitive ap-
proach are shown in the following.
3.1 Design conditions
We define the matrices
Qk =PkA+A
⊤Pk −GkCk − (GkCk)⊤ − pkFk − pkF⊤k
+ αPk + pkπkPk,
where Pk ∈ Rσk×σk is a symmetric, positive definite
matrix. πk and α are positive constants which will later
play the role of design parameters.
Let the estimator dynamics be proposed as
˙ˆxk =Axˆk +Bφφ(Hxˆk + L˜k(yk − Ckxˆk)) +Bθθ(H˜xˆk)
+ g(u) + Lk(yk − Ckxˆk) +Kk
∑
j∈Nk
(xˆj − xˆk).
(5)
Then, we have following design conditions.
Theorem 1 Let a collection of matrices Fk, Gk and Pk,
k = 1, . . . , N , be a solution of the LMIs
Qk +W k PkBθ PkBw Fk . . . Fk
(PkBθ)
⊤ −τ2I 0 0 0 0
(PkBw)
⊤ 0 −γ2I 0 0 0
F⊤k 0 0 −πj1Pj1 0 0
... 0 0 0
. . . 0
F⊤k 0 0 0 0 −πjpkPjpk

< 0
(6)
and the equality constraints
− PkBφ = H − L˜kCk (7)
for all k = 1, ..., N , where W k = Wk + H˜
⊤H˜, then
Problem 1 admits a solution of the form (5), where
Lk = P
−1
k Gk
Kk = P
−1
k Fk.
(8)
Remark 1 In (6), the indexes j1, ..., jpk enumerate the
neighbors of estimator k. Strictly speaking, j
(k)
1 , ..., j
(k)
pk
is required as notation, but in this paper, we drop the
superscript (k) to keep the notation simple.
The proof is omitted here because a more general version
will be introduced and thoroughly proven later. This
approach works in some cases of Problem 1, but however
has significant limitations due to conservativeness of the
approach. One example, where is subsequently fails, is
given in the following.
3.2 A motivating example
Consider the six-dimensional oscillator
x˙ =

0 1 0 1 0 1
−1 0 1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1 0 1
−1 0 −1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 −1 0 1
−1 0 −1 0 −1 0

x
+Bφφ(Hx) +Bww + g(u)
(9)
with the monotonously increasing nonlinearity φ(·),
where Bφ =
[
1 0 0 −1 0 0
]⊤
, H =
[
1 1 1 1 1 1
]
, and
Bw =
[
1 1 1 1 1 1
]⊤
. The individual measurements
are
y1 = x2−x1, y2 = x3−x2, y3 = x4−x3,
y4 = x5−x4, y5 = x6−x5, y6 = x1−x6, (10)
where x = [x1, ..., x6]
⊤, and let the estimator be con-
nected by a ring-type communication topology E =
{(vk, vk+1), (vk+1, vk)|k = 1, ..., 5} ∪ {(v6, v1), (v1, v6)}.
Applying the solution method (5)-(8) by using a numeri-
cal solver like YALMIP/SEDUMIwill immediately yield in-
feasibility. In remainder of the paper, we will present the
reason for this and introduce a more general approach
in order to overcome this problem.
3
4 A distributed KYP-Lemma
In the single-system case, where we have the LTI system
x˙ = A˜x+Bu
y = Ex,
(11)
the closed loop of (11) with the nonlinear feedback u =
−ψ(y) ∈ Rp satisfying y⊤ψ(y) ≥ 0, is globally asymp-
totically stable, if the p × p transfer function matrix
G(s) = E(sI − A˜)−1B is strictly positive real (SPR).
Further, from the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP),
we have following necessary and sufficient conditions.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 6.3 in [16]) Let (A˜, B) be control-
lable and (A˜, E) be observable. Then, the p × p transfer
function matrix G(s) = E(sI − A˜)−1B is strictly pos-
itive real if and only if there exists a symmetric matrix
P > 0, matrices L,W , and a constant ǫ > 0 such that
PA˜+ A˜⊤P ≤ −ǫI
PB = E⊤
(12)
Now, we assume system (11) to be a structured system
in the sense that it is composed out of N subsystems in
the form
x˙k = Akxk +
∑
j∈Nk
Akjxj +Bkuk
yk = Ekxk +
∑
j∈Nk
Ekjxj ,
(13)
where xk ∈ Rnk ,
∑N
k=1 nk = n, and uk, yk ∈ Rqk ,∑N
k=1 qk = q. The interconnection topology is repre-
sented by the graph G = (V , E). Let G˜(s) be defined as
the transfer matrix from U(s) = [u1(s)
⊤, ..., uN (s)
⊤]⊤
to Y (s) = [y1(s)
⊤, ..., yN (s)
⊤]⊤.
Remark 2 Later, in the design procedure for the dis-
tributed estimators, we will refer the estimators to this
class of interconnected systems, and moreover, the design
conditions given by the distributed version of the KYP-
Lemma show the reason for the conservativeness of the
intuitive approach presented above.
The following theorem delivers a sufficient condition for
G˜(s) being strictly positive real. In particular, instead
of solving (12) for the global system, the equations can
be decomposed into local subproblems.
Theorem 2 (Distributed KYP-Lemma) The p× p
transfer function matrix G˜(s) is strictly positive real if
there exist symmetric nk × nk matrices Pk > 0, k =
1, ..., N , nk × nj matrices Pkj = P⊤jk for (k, j) ∈ E, and
constants ǫ, π1, ..., πN > 0 such that for all k = 1, ..., N ,
it holds that

Qk(k, k) Qk(k, j1) Qk(k, j2) . . . Qk(k, jpk)
∗ Qk(j1, j1) Qk(j1, j2) . . . Qk(j1, jpk)
∗ ∗ Qk(j2, j2) . . . Qk(j1, jpk)
∗ ∗ ∗ . . . ...
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Qk(jpk , jpk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qk
+

pkπkPk+ǫI+W k 0
−πj1Pj1 0
−πj2Pj2
0 0
. . .
−πjpkPjpk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sk
≤0,
(14)
with
Qk(k, k) = PkAk +A
⊤
k Pk
Qk(k, j) = PkAkj +A
⊤
k Pkj for j ∈ Nk
Qk(j1, j2) = P
⊤
kj1
Akj2 +A
⊤
kj1
Pkj2 for j1, j2 ∈ Nk
(15)
and

PkBk
P⊤kj1Bk
...
P⊤kjpk
Bk

=

E⊤k
E⊤kj1
...
E⊤kjpk

(16)
∑
j∈Nk
‖P−1k Pkj‖ < 1. (17)
W k ≥ 0 in (14) is a positive semi-definite matrix that
can be used as a weighting matrix, e.g. to achieve perfor-
mance guarantees. For the sake of proving Theorem 2, it
can be assumed the W k = 0. Before the proof, we first
introduce following Lemma on block-diagonal dominant
matrices.
Lemma 2 ([17]) Let the matrix P be partitioned such
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that
P =

P1 P12 . . . P1N
P21 P2
...
...
. . .
...
PN1 . . . . . . PN
 , (18)
with Pk ∈ Rnk×nk , Pk > 0 for all k = 1, ..., N , and
Pkj = 0 if (vk, vj) 6∈ E. If the reduced matrix R = (r)ij
with the elements rij = 1 for i = j and rij = −‖P−1ii Pij‖
for i 6= j is strictly diagonal dominant, then for any
eigenvalue λ of P , it holds that λ > 0.
PROOF. [Theorem 2] Let there bematricesPk andPkj
satisfying the design conditions of Theorem 2, which are
(14), (16), (17). Now, consider the matrix P as defined
in (18), where Pkj = 0 for (k, j) 6∈ E . With Pk > 0
for k = 1, ..., N and (17), we have that the off-diagonal
elements of the reduced matrix R are all negative and it
holds that |∑j 6=i rij | < 1. With the diagonal elements of
R being 1, this implies diagonal-dominance of R. Thus,
we can apply Lemma 2, and obtain P > 0. Now, we need
to show that P is a feasible solution to the centralized
SPR-Lemma (12).
• As B is a block-diagonal matrix with B1, ..., BN
being the diagonal-blocks, we immediately have
PB = E⊤ when applying (16)
• Let x = [x⊤1 , ..., x⊤N ]⊤ be any global state vector.
Then we have
x⊤Px =
N∑
k=1
x⊤k
Pkxk + ∑
j∈Nk
Pkjxj

x⊤PA˜x =
N∑
k=1
x⊤k Pk
Akxk + ∑
j∈Nk
Akjxj

+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
x⊤k Pkj
Ajxj + ∑
i=Nj
Ajixi

Now, from the fact that G is undirected and Pkj = P⊤jk
we observe that for every (vk, vj) ∈ E we have both
x⊤k Pkj x˙j and x
⊤
j Pjkx˙k as parts of x
⊤PA˜x. Therefore,
by replacing x⊤k Pkj x˙j with x
⊤
j Pjkx˙k, we obtain
x⊤PA˜x =
N∑
k=1
x⊤k Pk
Akxk + ∑
j∈Nk
Akjxj

+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
x⊤j P
⊤
kj
(
Akxk +
∑
i=Nk
Akixi
)
.
(19)
Adding the transposed part x⊤A˜⊤Px results in the com-
plete equation
x⊤(PA˜+A˜⊤P )x =
N∑
k=1
x⊤k (PkAk +A
⊤
k Pk)xk
+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
(
x⊤k PkAkjxj + x
⊤
j A
⊤
kjPkxk
)
+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
(
x⊤j P
⊤
kjAkxk + x
⊤
k A
⊤
k Pkjxj
)
+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
∑
i=Nk
x⊤j P
⊤
kjAkixi + x
⊤
i A
⊤
kiPkjxj ,
where the right hand side can be further transformed to
N∑
k=1
x⊤k (PkAk +A
⊤
k Pk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qk(k,k)
)xk
+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
x⊤k (PkAkj +A
⊤
k Pkj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qk(k,j)
)xj
+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
x⊤j (P
⊤
kjAk +A
⊤
kjPk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q⊤
k
(k,j)
)xk
+
N∑
k=1
∑
i,j∈Nk
x⊤j (P
⊤
kjAki +A
⊤
kjPki︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qk(j,i)
)xi.
With (14), we now have
x⊤(PA˜+ A˜⊤P )x ≤
N∑
k=1
−x⊤k (pkπkPk + ǫI +W k)xk + ∑
j∈Nk
x⊤j πjPjxj

x⊤(PA˜+ A˜⊤P )x ≤ −ǫx⊤x−
N∑
k=1
x⊤kW kxk
(20)
and therefore, P satisfies (12).
The sufficient conditions derived in Theorem 2 lead to a
set of N coupled LMIs and N equality constraints. For
instance, if 100 subsystems (13) with dimension 10 are
interconnected in a ring-type topology (vi, vi+1) ∈ E ,
(14) involves 100 LMIs with dimension 30× 30. In par-
ticular, those LMIs are amendable to parallel comput-
ing algorithms. Similar technique can be applied as pre-
sented in [15].
Remark 3 In the design conditions of Theorem 2, (17)
represents a block-diagonal dominance condition, which
is used to ensure positive definiteness of the Lyapunov-
function. This inequality can also be replaced by the ad-
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ditional LMI
1
1+pk
Pk
1
2Pkj1 . . .
1
2Pk,jpk
∗ 11+pj1 Pj1 0
∗ . . .
∗ 0 11+pjpk Pjpk

> 0, (21)
which may be easier to implement numerically. In case
there is no exact knowledge about the individual degrees
of the neighbors, pj1 ...pjpk in (21), it suffices to replace
the degrees with upper bounds.
Remark 4 The conditions of theDistributedKYP, The-
orem 2, are sufficient conditions and thus there is a cer-
tain amount of conservativeness. However, conservative-
ness is expected to be small as it is only introduced by
the coupling terms in the second line of (14) and the as-
sumption of diagonal dominance (21) of P . A numerical
example is shown later in the paper.
Concerning the interconnection topology G, we can de-
rive the following result for the case of identical Bk.
Corollary 1 Suppose system (11) is composed out of
N subsystems (13) where the interconnection topology is
represented by a G. Let the p×p transfer function matrix
G(s) = E(sI − A˜)−1 satisfy (12) and let Bk = Bj 6= 0
for two subsystems k, j. If Ekj 6= 0 and Ejk = 0, then it
holds that EkjBk = 0.
PROOF. Let P be partitioned as shown in (18). From
symmetry of P , we have Pkj = P
⊤
jk. Now, let Ejk = 0,
then with (16) we have
B⊤k E
⊤
kj = B
⊤
k P
⊤
kjBk = B
⊤
j PjkBk = EjkBk = 0.
This corollary considers a special case of (13), which
applies to the distributed estimator design presented in
the next section. In fact, Ekj is a design parameter for
the distributed estimators, if (vj , vk) ∈ E . This corollary
shows that in the case of a directed graph, where Ekj
is a design parameter but Ejk = 0, the choice of Ekj is
severely restrained.
The LMIs (14) give an analysis method for showing the
SPR property for a network of interconnected systems
by solving smaller feasibility problems. In particular, the
individual feasibility problems only take local variables
into account, which is essential for the distributed char-
acter of the problem. In the next section, distributed es-
timators will be designed, but since they are subject to
disturbances, additional rows and columns will be added
to (14).
5 Distributed estimator design
5.1 Estimator setup
The estimator dynamics are proposed as
˙ˆxk =Axˆk +Bφφˆk +Bθθ(H˜xˆk) + g(u) + Lk(yk − Ckxˆk)
+
∑
j∈Nk
Kkj(xˆj − xˆk)
φˆk =φ
Hxˆk + L˜k(yk − Ckxˆk) + ∑
j∈Nk
K˜kj(xˆj − xˆk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vk
(22)
with initial condition xˆ
(k)
0 . The filter gains to be designed
areLk, L˜k,Kkj , and K˜kj , which are real matrices of suit-
able dimension.
We can now particularize Problem 1 with respect to the
proposed estimator dynamics.
Problem 1’: For all k = 1, ..., N determine the estima-
tor gains Lk, L˜k,Kkj , and K˜kj in (22) such that the two
properties of Problem 1 are satisfied simultaneously.
5.2 Filter gains design
For the estimator error, we obtain with (1) and (22) that
e˙k =Aek +Bφ(φ(Hx) − φˆk) +Bθ(θ(H˜x) − θ(H˜xˆk))
− LkCkek +
∑
j∈Nk
Kkj(ej − ek) +Bww
=(A− LkCk −
∑
j∈Nk
Kkj)ek +
∑
j∈Nk
Kkjej +Bww
+Bφ(φ(Hx) − φ(vk)) +Bθ(θ(H˜x) − θ(H˜xˆk)).
(23)
Following the argument from [12], we replace the non-
linearities φ(Hx)− φ(vk) with the time-varying nonlin-
earities
ψk(zk, t) = φ(Hx) − φ(vk)
zk = Hek − L˜kCkek +
∑
j∈Nk
K˜kj(ej − ek)
zk = (H − L˜kCk −
∑
j∈Nk
K˜kj)ek +
∑
j∈Nk
K˜kjej
(24)
Note that due to the monotonicity of φ(·) (2), ψk(zk, t)
satisfies the sector property
z⊤k ψk(zk, t) ≥ 0 (25)
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With this property, we are ready to present the main
result, which delivers a designmethod for the distributed
filter gains.
Theorem 3 (H∞-performance) Consider a nonlin-
ear system (1). Define the following matrices
Ak = A− LkCk −
∑
j∈Nk
Kkj
Akj = Kkj
Ek = H − L˜kCk −
∑
j∈Nk
K˜kj
Ekj = K˜kj
Bk = −Bφ, k = 1, ..., N
(26)
and let the collection ofmatrices Pk, Pkj , Lk, L˜k,Kkj , K˜kj , k =
1, ..., N , be a solution to the matrix inequalities
PkBθ PkBw
Qk + Sk P
⊤
kj1
Bθ P
⊤
kj1
Bw
...
...
P⊤kjpk
Bθ P
⊤
kjpk
Bw
∗ ∗ ∗ −τ2I 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 −γ2I

< 0, (27)
the distributed SPR-equations (16), and the LMIs (21)
for k = 1, ..., N , where Qk, Sk are defined in (14), and
W k =Wk + H˜
⊤H˜.
Then, the estimators (22) are a solution to Problem 1 in
the sense of (4), with performance parameter γ.
PROOF.
We use the Lyapunov function candidate
V (e) = e⊤Pe =
N∑
k=1
e⊤k Pkek + ∑
j∈Nk
e⊤k Pkjej
 .
With (23) and (24), the derivatives of ek can be refor-
mulated to
e˙k =Akek +
∑
j∈Nk
Akjej +Bww
−Bkψk(zk, t) +Bθ(θ(H˜x)− θ(H˜xˆk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆k
),
(28)
and in addition, as (14) is satisfied by (27), we know that
(20) holds which ensures that
e⊤(PA˜+ A˜⊤P )e =
N∑
k=1
e⊤k Qkek < −
N∑
k=1
e⊤kW kek.
(29)
For the Lie-derivative of V (e), applying (23), (29), and
the same change of index as in (19) leads to
V˙ (e) =
N∑
k=1
(
e⊤k Pke˙k + e˙
⊤
k Pkek
)
+
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
(
e⊤j P
⊤
kj e˙k + e˙
⊤
k Pkjej
)
=
N∑
k=1
e⊤k Pk + ∑
j∈Nk
e⊤j P
⊤
kj
 e˙k
+
N∑
k=1
e˙⊤k
Pkek + ∑
j∈Nk
Pkjej

=
N∑
k=1
e⊤k Qkek
− 2
N∑
k=1
e⊤k Pk + ∑
j∈Nk
e⊤j P
⊤
kj
Bkψk(zk, t)
+ 2
N∑
k=1
e⊤k Pk + ∑
j∈Nk
e⊤j P
⊤
kj
 (Bww +Bθ∆k)
With (27) and the sector property (25) this further sim-
plifies to
V˙ (e) <
N∑
k=1
(−e⊤kW kek + τ2∆⊤k ∆k + γ2w⊤w)
−
N∑
k=1
e⊤k PkBk + ∑
j∈Nk
e⊤j P
⊤
kjBk
ψk(zk, t)
=
N∑
k=1
(−e⊤kW kek + τ2∆⊤k ∆k + γ2w⊤w)
−
N∑
k=1
e⊤k E⊤k + ∑
j∈Nk
e⊤j E
⊤
kj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
z⊤
k
ψk(zk, t)
(30)
With the quadratic constraint (3) on the nonlinearity
θ, we have τ2∆⊤k ∆k < e
⊤
k H˜
⊤H˜ek. Then, due to the
definition W k = Wk + H˜
⊤H˜ and the sector property of
ψk (25), the Lie-derivative of V (e) finally is
V˙ (e) <
N∑
k=1
(−e⊤kWkek + γ2w⊤w) . (31)
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Integrating over (0,∞) now yields the desired H∞-
performance
∫ ∞
0
V˙ (e)dt+
N∑
k=1
∫ ∞
0
e⊤kWkekdt <
∫ ∞
0
Nγ2w⊤wdt
N∑
k=1
∫ ∞
0
e⊤kWkekdt < γ
2‖w‖2L2 + I0,
(32)
for I0 = V (e(0)).
Theorem 3 gives us sufficient conditions for designing
distributed estimators that satisfy the distributed KYP-
Lemma from 2 and moreover guarantees robust perfor-
mance with respect to input disturbances. When substi-
tuting (26), however,one can easily see that the matrix
inequalities (2) are not linear in the solution variables
Lk,Kkj , Pk, Pkj for k = 1, ..., N and j ∈ Nk. In the in-
tuitive approach, when there are no off-diagonal blocks
Pkj , a simple substitution Gk = PkLk and Fk = PkKk
suffices to turn the matrix inequalities into LMIs. Since
in the general case, off-diagonal blocks may be nonzero,
we need to investigate in efficient solution strategies that
can specifically find a suitable solution to the conditions
of Theorem 2.
5.3 Numerical calculation
Through the off-diagonal blocks, the problem becomes
non-convex as discussed inmany papers on decentralized
control, e.g. [18], [19], [20]. Due to this non-convexity,
there is no general solution method available, but in-
stead, alternative design methods are required. While
Youla-Parametrization as in [18], [20] is not suitable for
the class of interconnection graphs under consideration,
and a robustness argument as used in [19] has proven as
too conservative in the present context. In the follow-
ing we will present a two-step solution strategy that has
proven to be efficient of solving the matrix inequalities
(27).
Step 1: Solve
min
N∑
k=1
∑
j∈Nk
‖Pk,j‖
subject to (16), (21), (27),
(33)
where (27) is defined with
Qk =

Qk(k, k) Qk(k, j1) Qk(k, j2) . . . Qk(k, jpk)
∗ Qk(j1, j1) Qk(j1, j2) . . . Qk(j1, jpk)
∗ ∗ Qk(j2, j2) . . . Qk(j1, jpk)
∗ ∗ ∗ . . . ...
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Qk(jpk , jpk)

with
Qk(k, k) =PkA−GkCk −
∑
l∈Nk
Fkl
+A⊤Pk − C⊤k G⊤k −
∑
l∈Nk
F⊤kl
Qk(k, j) =Fkj +A
⊤Pkj − λkC⊤KCkPkj − λkpkPkj
Qk(j1, j2) =λkP
⊤
kj1
+ λkPkj2 for j, j1, j2 ∈ Nk
(34)
and Sk defined in (14). Gk and Fkj are matrix variables
of suitable dimension and λk, πk, k = 1, ..., N are scalar
parameters.
Through replacing the elements of Qk from (15) with
(34), the matrix inequality (27) is turned into a LMI.
Moreover, the minimization (33) can be executed in par-
allel fashion. The minimization of the off-diagonal blocks
Pkj ensures that they are only as large as needed for
(16). Then, the exact filter gains need to be calculated
in the second step, where the feasibility is enhanced if
the off-diagonal blocks are small.
Step 2: Set Pk, k = 1, ..., N and Pkj , j ∈ Nk as the
results from Step 1 and solve (27) with the remaining
variables. Optionally, γ can be also defined as variable
to be minimized.
An example where this 2 step approach is used will be
given in the following. This two-step approach for com-
putation has proven capable of solving numerous cases
where the intuitive approach from Section 3 fails.
6 Simulation example
We consider our example from Section 3 (9), (10). Figure
1 and 2 show the simulation results after applying our 2-
step approach with the parameters πk = 0.1 and λk = 1
for all k = 1, ..., N , and the performance parameter γ =
4. The nonlinearity is defined as φ(y) = 3
√
y.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
−40
−20
0
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t
Fig. 1. Plots of x1 and x2. Red is the actual state, black are
the estimates.
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Fig. 2. Plots of the estimation error of all estimators.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the extension of results from
distributed estimation to nonlinear systems. While glob-
ally Lipschitz nonlinearities pose little problems, the
Circle Criterion approach is far more challenging, re-
quiring us to relax the usual assumption of a sum-of-
squares Lyapunov-function. The new problem is non-
convex, however, we presented an efficient solution al-
gorithm which makes use of the exact structure of the
problem, and is suitable for distributed calculation.
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